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THE BUSINESS RECESSION of 1958 IS
rapidly becoming just a memory
as the state and national economy
lunges forward in a new surge of
growth that seems likely to continue
into 1960. Meanwhile, economic and
political pressures continue to push
and pull at farmers.
Consumer and government spending
are at new all-time highs. Business
spending to rebuild inventory, retool
factories, and to modernize trade facilities is picking up again. Outlays for
new construction alone are crowding
$55 billion a month for the first time
in history—fully 15% more than a
year earlier.
New factory orders are coming in
nearly a fifth faster than a year ago—
near peace-time highs. Manufacturing
and trade inventories are up a shade
from the October low but still well
below the prerecession peak reached in
August 1957.
Housing starts, nationally, up over
early last spring as much as 50%,
have boomed Oregon forest product
industries. This pace soon may be
slowed, however, by a tightening money
supply and rising costs including
higher financing charges.
OfF-farm employment rising
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COVER: More farm pond fishing
is needed to insure best fish
size.
Over-population doesn't
lead to fish death from lack of
food, but to stunted growth.
Fish biologist Carl Bond, whose
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Employment off farms in Oregon,
and nationally, has risen sharply this
spring. The number of job holders is
at an all-time high. This has strengthened organized labor's bargaining position but this year's gains in wages and
fringe benefits may be limited by lingering unemployment in some of the
basic industries.
Labor's drive for higher wages and
businessmen's attempts at rapid recovery of capital investments could lead to
higher prices. On the other hand,
moves in this direction could be slowed
by a growing awareness that we may
be pricing ourselves out of foreign and
domestic markets and pricing increasing amounts of foreign goods into our
markets.
The pressures for economy and efficiency are great off farm as well as on
farm. The greatest rewards are still
going to those who produce what is
wanted, when it is wanted, in the
amounts wanted, at prices most people
are willing and able to pay.
What does all this mean to Oregon
farmers ? It means many things.

Lower barley prices expected . . . Portland
steer prices not likely to stay above $30 . . .
Summer spuds could be good . . .

Farm
Outlook
By Agricultural Economist M. D. Thomas

For one thing, it means that the ability of American consumers to spend
for food and fiber will be high throughout the remainder of 1959 and perhaps
well into 1960. It means that those who
are supplying high quality products to
efficient marketing organizations are
likely to fare better than those who
are not.
It means that service, convenience,
and certainty of supply, as well as
quality, will continue important—that
consumers will spend even larger
amounts for "maid service" built into
the foods they buy and a smaller part
of their dollars will go to farmers for
the calories, minerals, and vitamins
farm products contain.
Among other things, it also means
that prices paid by farmers for many
of the goods and services they buy
may rise a little more. Feeder pigs and
cattle, and few manufactured items

like gas, oil, and tires may be a little
lower; but these decreases are likely
to be offset by higher costs of building
materials, many supplies, labor, and
other materials and services, as other
segments of the economy bid more
strongly for these same materials or
the raw products and resources that
go into them.

Supports on the 1959 crop show little
change from last year, and will be
about the same in 1960 unless Congress acts.
Feed grains

Supplies of feed grains will be plentiful again this year. Support prices
for barley and oats will be down
around $6 or $7 a ton unless Congress overrides Secretary Benson's announced reductions. Legislation is
pending to boost supports part way
back to 1958 levels and more in line
with support prices for corn.
Oregon and the Northwest are likely
to be self-sufficient in corn for grain
this year, if farmers stay by their planting plans. This makes storage important to both growers and users of corn.
Prices are likely to be low at harvest
time. Even so, corn may be a good bet
for much western Oregon land that
has been going into spring barley and
oats. These grains have rapidly lost
favor during the past two years due to
poor yields and declining prices.
Chances for large premiums on Oregon malting barley are slim; brewers'
favor appears to be turning toward
other varieties produced in abundance
elsewhere.

Wheat

Forage

A new all-time high in U. S. wheat
supplies is shaping up, even though
weather has not been as highly favorable as last year. Half of the supply
may be old wheat. The carryover this
summer is likely to top last year by
about 400 million bushels, despite prospects for the second largest disappearance in seven years.
Again this year, and for the foreseeable future, wheat returns will be
dominated by government programs.

Water worries are plaguing livestock men again, especially in the south
central part of Oregon, parts of Nevada, in the Great Plains, and in the
Southwest. It has been demonstrated
time and again that changes in moisture supply can have drastic effects on
supplies and prices of cattle, sheep,
and hay. The picture could change
either way, but it is fairly safe to figure hay prices will be higher this year
(Continued, page 16)

IT PROBABLY will pay to select fat lambs closely this year, and move all

country have kept lamb and mutton markets under pressure throughout the

that are ready by the middle of June. Imports and large supplies in this

winter. Demand for raw wool is running well above that of a year ago.
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STEERS GAIN
On Stilbestrol Reimplants
Steers pasture-implanted, then reimplanted
in the feedlot gained just as fast as feedlot
steers that were implanted for the first time.

WEANER steers on feed increased gains with 2 or 3 implants at 90day intervals. Low dosages appear most satisfactory for growth, carcass.

boosted through summer pasture with stilbestrol, then reimplanted in the feedlot, gained just as
fast as steers implanted in the feedlot
for the first time.
That's the report from D. C. England, OSC animal husbandman.
In addition, steers carried for more
than 120 days responded to repeated
stilbestrol implants—whether in the
feedlot, or on a combination of pasture and feedlot.
England bases his conclusions from
several feeding trials cooperative with
ranchers and County Extension Agents
in both western and eastern Oregon. A
summary of feedlot response to hormone implants was reported in the
Summer 1957 issue of Oregon's Agricultural Progress.
STEERS

|f Steers on pasture respond to implanted hormones, with dosage levels
of 18 milligrams (mg.) or 24 mg. providing as much growth response as
higher dosages.

Hormone Implants Increase Growth Rate of Steers on Pasture
Average
initial
weight

Average
final
weight

Average
daily
gain

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

468
461
500
472
466

790
819
879
847
834

2.31
2.55
2.71
2.68
2.63

none
12 mg.
18 mg.
24 mg.
30 mg.
36 mg.
i Synovex
Synovex

482
512
500
496
514
503
501
527

773
825
828
818
856
824
840
856

2.43
2.61
2.74
2.68
2.85
2.67
2.83
2.74

none
18 mg.
24 mg.

812
812
799

928
959
921

1.23
1.52
1.27

Type of
conditions

Treatment

Excellent pasture,
Grant County; Steers
from performancetested herd. On pasture 140 days.

none
12 mg.
24 mg.
36 mg.
Synovex

Excellent pasture,
Grant County. On pasture 120 days.

Irrigated pasture,
Linn County; steers
had been implanted
with 36 mg. stilbestrol
5 months before experiment began. On test
96 days.

Dosage levels compared

In the trials reported below dosage
level as well as form of hormone (stilbestrol vs. Synovex) were compared.
Growth rate of yearling steers on
spring pasture is reported in the table
comparing pasture implants. Animals
were implanted when they first went
on pasture. From this data, England
concludes:

j| Recommended dosages of stilbestrol (a synthetic hormone) provide essentially the same amount of growth
increase as Synovex. (A combination
of two natural female hormones).

When cattle are pastured, then
placed on feed, carryover effects of
stilbestrol implanted while on pasture
can be noted in the table comparing
pasture-feed lot gains. From this table,
England concludes:
T[ Steers implanted on pasture carry
over gain increases in the feedlot, if
implants were within the past 55 to 85
days.
T[ Steers reimplanted in the feedlot
gain faster in the feedlot than steers
not implanted either on pasture or in
the feedlot.
1[ Steers reimplanted in the feedlot
gain faster than steers implanted on
pasture but not reimplanted in the
feedlot.
U Steers implanted on pasture and
reimplanted in the feedlot gain as fast
in the feedlot as steers implanted for
the first time in the feedlot.
Weaners show gain
Weaner steers reimplanted in the
feedlot from November through July
also showed gain increases over animals implanted only once during feeding. (See table). Animals were implanted when they first went on feed,
the 70th day, and on the 140th day. A
repeat experiment gave about the same
results. From this data, England concludes :
|[ Steers respond to proper dosages
of reimplanted stilbestrol. Fifteen or
18 mg. dosages are as effective as 30
mg. for initial implants.
|[ Fifteen milligrams initially, followed by 30 mg. in 60 to 90 days are
better than an initial implant of 30
mg. followed by a 15 mg. reimplant.
^ A reimplant dosage of 30 mg. is
suggested for weaner steers in the
feedlot and for pasture - implanted
steers when they enter the feedlot.

Steers Continue Increased Growth Rate in Feedlot When
Pasture-Implanted

Type of
conditions

Steers had
been on Umatilla
County irrigated
pasture 83 days
before entering
feedlot. On feed
71 days, grain
finishing ration.
Steers had
been on Lane
County irrigated
pasture supplemented with 6
lbs. barley and 1
lb. cottonseed
meal per head
per day for 54
days. On feed 69
days, grain finishing ration.

Average
initial Average Average Average
gain
gain
feedlot
final
weight weight (pasture) (feedlot)

Stilbestrol
treatment
Pasture

Feedlot

Pounds

Pounds

none
30 mg.
none
30 mg.

none
none
30 mg.
30 mg.

752
739
700
798

912
913
878
977

Pounds/
day
1.07
1.61
1.07
1.61

Pounds/
day
2.25
2.45
2.51
2.53

none
18, 24, or
30 mg.
18, 24, or
30 mg.

30 mg.

861

1057

2.09

2.84

30 mg.

869

1076

2.50

3.00

none

844

1034

2.50

2.76

Weaner Steers Respond to Repeated Stilbestrol Implants in Feedlot
Average daily gain
Treatment*

First 69
days

Next 71
days

Next 107
days

Total
(247 days)

Pounds
1.03
1.22

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

none
30 mg.
none
0-30
30-0
30-15

1.50
1.64
1.55
1.66

none
0-0-30
0-30-15
30-0-15
30-15-15

1.64
1.79
1.90
1.84
1.96

1.40
1.56
1.59
1.59
1.67

* First number refers to milligrams of stilbestrol implanted at the start of the feed period. Second number indicates milligrams of stilbestrol implanted on the 70th day; last number is the milligrams implanted on the 140th day.

IMPLANTS increased gains of yearling steers on
pasture.

Feedlot

reimplants

maintained

gains.

The animal husbandman also concludes that steers carried more than
120 days will respond to stilbestrol reimplants whether on pasture, in the
feedlot, or on a combination of pasture and feedlot.
But he cautions against excessive
stilbestrol dosages. They can cause
raised tail heads and slack loins; thus
reduce feeder and carcass grades.
Buyer resistance has been encountered with animals implanted with too
much hormone.

Some useful guides for stilbestrol
use are suggested:
f If expected gains are low, use the
lowest recommended dosage level.
|[ Plan implantations for the full
growing-fattening cycle.
][ Avoid implanting near marketing
time. Stilbestrol is a potent growth
stimulant, and must be used wisely to
get the best growth increase without
risking a price penalty at sale time.

Which Method for Your Dairy?
A survey of dairymen reveals what they consider the advantages and disadvantages of 4 forage harvesting methods—rotational grazing, daily strip grazing,
green chopping, and all-silage. Cost comparisons were figured for each method.

GREEN CHOP meant more forage per acre than grazing, but labor and machinery costs were higher.

a number of ways
to harvest forage—random grazing, rotational grazing, strip grazing,
green chopping, or all silage. Which is
best ? Which costs less ?
A recent survey by Gordon Sitton,
OSC agricultural economist, indicates
no single system is "best" but dairymen's opinions, gathered in the survey, reveal some of the advantages and
disadvantages of each system.
In addition, an analysis of cost records obtained indicates how much it
might cost to employ a particular system.
Rotational grazing means subdividing a pasture into smaller fields, permitting cows to graze several days on
each subfield.
Daily strip grazing involves subdividing a field into fenced strips large
enough for one day's feeding or less.
Many cows are concentrated on a small
patch. Grass is eaten off soon, and animals cannot selectively graze some
plants, leave others.
Green chopping provides clipped
forage daily, is used only during the
pasture growing season. Since amount
of daily forage is not the same, excess
must be stored as hay or silage.
All-silage is clipping, storing, and
feeding all forage as silage.
DAIRYMEN HAVE

Dairymen rate methods

How do dairymen rate each of these
methods? Sitton surveyed all in the
Willamette Valley then known to be
using strip grazing, green chop, or allsilage. As advantages, they believed

STRIP GRAZING required more fencing than random grazing, but dairymen

vantage. Labor per cow on strip grazing was lower than for any other

did not consider time spent in handling cows and moving fences a disad-

pasture-harvesting system, primarily because more cows were on less area.

strip grazing, green chop, and all-silage
were superior to rotational grazing because :
^ A more even milk flow.
j| More forage per acre or more
cows carried per acre because of
quicker regrowth and less waste.
j[ Lessening bloat problems.
Those using green chop and allsilage also thought these were better
than pasturing because:
H Irrigating and fertilizing easier.
Cross fences were not needed.
If Manure spreading and clipping
were unnecessary.
fl Animals did not pack pasture
soils.
Those using all-silage claimed these
additional advantages:
][ Unnecessary to cut feed every
day.
|| All forage could be cut at its peak
of nutritional value.
U A constant feed supply was available, unhampered by possible chopper
breakdown. Also it was unnecessary
to drive in cows.
Dairymen also listed some disadvantages for each method:
For strip grazing:
|f Small fields with many cross
fences meant higher fence costs.
|f Moving irrigation pipe was more
difficult in small fields.
|f Mowing and fertilizing were more
difticult and costly.
Time spent in handling cows and

moving fences was not considered a
disadvantage. Labor per cow on strip
grazing appeared lower than for any
other pasture system. This is because
these farms averaged more cows, and
cows were kept in a smaller area. This
lowered walking time needed to move
cows to new pasture.
For green chop:
|f Feeding takes more time. Cutting
and handling feed once or twice a day
sometimes cuts too much into other
work.
|f Equipment requires more skilled
labor than that for handling cows on
pasture.
|f Chopping machine costs are high.

For all-silage:
|f More labor is needed for cutting
and feeding.
|f Use of mechanical unloaders and
feeders could mean costly delay during breakdown.
|f An all-silage system works best
only if the feeding area is set up for
mechanical silage handling. Such equipment costs more than other forage
harvesting systems.
Some of the dairymen interviewed
kept detailed records for the 1956 season. From a total of 39, about a third
were using rotational grazing, a third
daily strip grazing, a third green chop.
{Continued next page)

MANGERS are required for either green chop or silage. The same equipment may be used both in
summer and winter. Mechanical feeders reduce labor, but increase investment and depreciation costs.

^H
Range of Costs for Four Forage Harvesting Methods
Cost

Rotation
grazing

Daily
ration

Green
chop

All
silage

$ .00 - $ .40
.41 .80
.81 - 1.20
1.21 - 1.60
1.61 - 2.00
2.01 - 2.40
2.41 - 2.80
Over $2.00

No. farms
4
4
2
1
0
0
0
0

iVo, farms
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

TVo. farms
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2

iVo. farms
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

(Continued from page 7)

In 1957, 26 records were studied
again, along with those of 2 farms
using the all-silage method.
Hours of labor used per cow for 30
days under different forage harvesting
methods is summarized below. These
data show the range in labor for each
method:
Method of
Harvesting
AU-silage
Green-chop
Daily-ration grazing
Rotation grazing

Hours of Labor
Required
.98 - 1.84
.37 - 2.88
.10 - .38
.17 - .85

Range of harvesting costs, other
than labor on a per cow basis for 30
days, is reported in the table above:
Harvesting costs vary

From these cost records, Sitton also
figured how much costs under each system would vary if dairymen switched
from one method to another. The economist included only cost items he expected would vary because of the harvesting method used. A 180-day harvest
season was assumed for 55 acres of irrigated clover-grass mixture. Costs
were based on needs of 60 cows. These
costs represent only harvesting, handling, and feeding during the pasture
season. Fixed costs on machinery were

not included, since chopping and silofilling equipment would be needed to
handle extra forage during the growing season anyway.
Costs per acre for the season are
summarized in the table below. Note
that it costs about $1 per acre more to
harvest with daily ration grazing than
with rotation grazing; $6.40 per acre
with green chop than with rotation
grazing; and $7.20 an acre with allsilage than with rotation grazing.
Other reasons important

But other items may be more important than cost per acre, according
to Sitton. Experimental data from
OSC and elsewhere indicate yield increases varying from 15 to 45 percent
have been obtained from more intensive harvesting methods (daily strip
grazing, green chop, and all silage).
Also, types of labor, irrigation water,
soil, and capital vary among farms.
Green chop and all-silage may permit
using crops as green feed where there
is not enough water for irrigated pasture. For example, green chop or allsilage permits summer feeding of
grains, grasses, and corn when pasturing would not be practical. Soils better
adapted to alfalfa than to ladino clover
and grass may mean more forage if
farmers use mechanical harvesters.

Cost per Acre for Four Forage Harvesting Methods
Cost item
Fencing
Depreciation
Interest on Investment
Fuel and lubricants
Labor
Repairs
Fencing
Machinery
Total

Rotation
grazing

Daily
ration

Green
chop

All
silage

$ 0.50
.15
.60
2.40

$ 1.45
.45
.60
2.35

$ 0.00
.00
3.15
6.05

$ 0.00
.00
2.40
8.25

.90
.25

.70
.25

.00
2.00

.00
1.35

$ 4.80

$ 5.80

$11.20

$12.00

Dieldrin Controls Sheep Keds
Season of application isr«'t important for good control, but treating
all animals is, according to OSC research results on 18 farm flocks.

USING a hand duster is the easiest way to apply dieldrin to farm flocks.
Keep your sheep moving, and make sure all sides are thoroughly dusted.

("ticks") can be controlled by yearly applications of
1.5% dieldrin dust.
That's the report from OSC entomologist R. L. Goulding.
Time of application isn't important.
The entomologist got good control
when he dusted ewes and Iambs in the
spring, just after shearing; in September, at the end of summer pasture;
and in December, just before lambing.
If you sell lambs for slaughter, it's
best to dust at least 90 days before
marketing to avoid any residue problem. Safest time is in the fall, after
pasture-fat lambs and any cull ewes
have been removed from your flock.
SHEEP KEDS

Also, dust feeder lambs purchased in
late summer for fall fattening shortly
after they are on your place, to avoid
any residue marketing problem.
Goulding found that from 1 to 2
ounces of 1.5% dieldrin dust per animal is enough to protect them from
keds for at least a year.
More than 1,450 animals in 15 farm
flocks were dusted for these trials.
Some flocks were dusted in April,
some in September, and the rest in
December. Ked counts were made before treatment and in June the following year. About 330 animals in 3 other
flocks were untreated, for comparison.

BANDS of sheep can be dusted quickly with a power rig. More than 1,200 head per hour have been dusted, provided someone keeps working the sheep rapidly through the chute. Thirty to 40 ounces per minute good output.

Ked and pupae counts revealed almost 100% control on all treated
flocks except those that were turned
out to mingle with untreated sheep.
Ked counts here weren't as high as untreated animals, but up to 80% of the
animals were infested in some cases.
Thus, Goulding suggests dusting all
the sheep, not just those that appear
badly infested.
Check for keds

Although keds occur on sheep in all
parts of Oregon, not all flocks need
dusting, according to Goulding. Best
time to check is at shearing, when you
can examine your animals and their
fleece closely. Look for "ticks" around
the throat and front legs. Actually,
sheep "ticks" are not a true tick, but a
specialized, wingless, blood-sucking fly.
They give birth to larva which pupate
in a few hours. Pupae are shiny, dark
brown, seed-like, about one-eighth of
an inch long, and adhere to the fleece.
After emerging as adults, they work
their way to the skin, puncture it, and
begin sucking blood.
Check for both adults and pupae. If
more than one or two keds or pupae
are found on more than one or two
sheep, it will pay to dust. Badly infested sheep are irritable, unthrifty,
and they scratch and rub a lot. Kedfree fleece is cleaner and brighter than
infested fleece. Treatment may not be
necessary for lambs going into a feedlot, especially if they are shorn.

For farm flocks, Goulding found the
easiest way to dust is by using an ordinary hand duster. Set up a pen from
four panels, large enough to hold 10 to
20 animals easily. Don't pack them.
Apply the dust, keeping the sheep
moving. Make sure they are well
dusted on all sides, but don't try to
dust the underside directly.
Fill a hand-operated duster with
enough premixed material (available
from most feed and seed stores, labeled
as a sheep ked-control dust) for about
2 ounces of dust per sheep.
If you dust many sheep, wear a respirator.
After dusting, turn animals into a
small holding pen for an hour or two.
There, sheep crowd together and work
the dust into each other's fleece.
The dust kills only adult keds, so
it's important the insecticide remains
long enough to kill adults as they
emerge from pupae.
Bands of sheep can be dusted
quickly with a power rig. Goulding has
dusted more than 1,200 head an hour,
provided someone keeps working the
sheep rapidly through the chute. A
power duster can be converted from a
row crop duster, with 6 to 8 outlets on
the blower. From 30 to 40 ounces of
dust per minute was found a satisfactory output. The entomologist reports
it's better to run sheep uphill than
downhill, and downwind rather than
upwind. Canvas covering for the dusting area is unnecessary.

More Fishing
From Farm Ponds
This survey of Oregon farm ponds shows
which fish made the best angling as well
as the effect of not fishing often enough.

RAINBOW trout provided better farm pond fishing
throughout the year than either bass or bluegills.

aren't being
fished enough. In fact, many are
becoming overpopulated—t o o many
small fish—according to a survey of
50 farm ponds by OSC fish biologist
Carl Bond.
Any pond can support only a certain amount of fish poundage. But it's
usually best for a pond to support, for
example, 300 medium-sized fish than
1,000 small fish. Overpopulation doesn't lead to death from lack of food,
but to stunted growth. Fish can compete for enough food to live, but not
necessarily for enough on which to
grow. In western Oregon ponds, for
example, the average length of 3-yearold bluegills was under 5 inches. Six
to 7 inches is considered desirable.
Ponds studied were located in all
parts of the state, except in the extreme southeastern and south coastal
areas. Bond studied fish species, size,
food supply, and possible value of fertilizers. He drained three ponds,
counted the number of fish, waterdogs,
and fish food, such as crayfish. He
also asked pond owners which fish
species they liked best to catch.
Ponds averaged 0.9 acres in size,
and most were less than 10 years old.
Twenty-seven were in northwest OreOREGON FARM PONDS

10

gon, 10 in southwest Oregon, 10 in
central Oregon, and 3 in northeast
Oregon.
Rainbow trout best fishing
The study showed that rainbow
trout provided better fishing throughout the year than bass or bluegills, and
reached a "fishable" size quickly. Although it is fairly expensive to maintain a trout pond (they must be stocked
every 2 to 3 years) they appear to be
the best species for cold water ponds
(those under 70° F. in summer or
where ponds are more than 12 feet
deep). Most Willamette Valley ponds
are borderline between warm and cold
water. Bass, bluegills, or crappies often
are stocked in warm water ponds.
Largemouth bass probably do not

reach the desirable 9- to 10-inch size
until their third or fourth year. Bluegills reached the minimum desirable
5-inch size in 3 to 4 years. Rainbow
trout, however, were 6 inches early in
their second year. Trout gave their
best angling in their second or third
years. Later, trout as well as bass are
hard to catch, according to pond owners.
Bond also found that although
largemouth bass grow faster in southern Oregon than in any other area of
the state, average growth rate is not
great. Good bass growth can occur
even in areas with a short growing
season if summers are hot and food
abundant. Bass, however, grow slower
in ponds also stocked with bluegills,
compared to ponds with bass only.

Pounds of Fish from Three Drained Ponds

Item
Largemouth bass (pounds)
Bluegills (pounds)
Bullheads (pounds)
Calculated fish/acre (pounds)
Calculated crayfish/acre (pounds)
Calculated waterdogs/acre (pounds)

Willamette
Valley pond
(0.67 acres)

Willamette
Valley pond
(0.30 acres)

Lower Columbia pond
(0.39 acres)

17.0
69.5

17.1
28.0
18.5
212.0
30.0
78.5

12.9
34.8

129.0
7.9
76.5

144.5
0.5
0.5

Even so, the biologist does not recommend Stocking ponds with bass only,
except as a trial. Food cycle in bassonly ponds goes from insect to small
bass to large bass, where large-sized
bass feed on smaller ones. Chances for
a break in this food cycle are too great
to insure success, says the biologist.
Success depends on a good hatch each
year.
Rainbow trout in trout-bluegill
ponds grew just as fast as fish in
trout-only ponds.

Suggested Farm Pond Fishing Guide
Rainbow
Trout

Bluegills

Crappies

Bullheads

Spring
Fall

Spring
Summer
Fall

Spring
Summer
Fall

Spring
Summer

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

All Day

All Day

Night

Best baits

Worms
Salmon
eggs

Worms
Small Bluegills*

Worms

Worms
Cut bait
(fish flesh)

Worms

Best lures

Wobbling
spoon
Flies

Spring
Spoons
Sub-surface plugs
Summer &
Fall
Surface
lures

Wet flies

Fly, spinner No lures
combination;
Small wobbling lures

Best place
in pond

Most of
pond area

Around
shelters,
hiding
places

Pond vegetation

Pond brush
or vegetation

Best season

Spring
Fall

Best time

Waterdogs compete for food

From the three drained ponds, Bond
calculated the amount of each fish species, crayfish, and waterdogs (newts).
These are listed in the table above.
Note the large number of waterdogs.
Although they don't kill fish directly,
they are tough food competitors, and
can become a serious pond problem.
There is no known easy control.
For those just stocking a farm pond.
Bond has some suggestions based on
his research trials.
1[ For trout only, stock 700-1,000
fingerlings per pond acre in cold water
ponds only.
|[ For bass only, stock 400 fingerlings per pond acre in warm water
ponds only.
Note above danger about stocking
bass-only ponds, however.
jf For bass-bluegill ponds, no research recommendations can be made
yet. State Game Commission biologists
suggest 100 bass fingerlings and 300400 bluegill fingerlings per pond acre.
f For crappies, no research recommendations are available.

Largemouth
Bass

Deeper
pond area

* For private pond fishing only. See Oregon State Game Commission regulations.
|[ For bullheads, recommend not
stocking. Bond's survey indicated bullheads overpopulate easily. Farmers
can't fish them fast enough.
Adding fertilizers isn't recommended
at this time. Oregon farm ponds are
rich enough naturally to support sufficient plant growth for fish. (See Oregon's Agricultural Progress, Fall 1956).
From Bond's study, it didn't appear
that fertilized ponds produced sufficiently larger fish. Bass and bluegills
grew slightly faster, but not enough to
increase total fish poundage to pay fertilizer costs.

For overpopulated ponds, Bond advises:
]f Fish more often, and for longer
periods. Ask others to fish, too.
\ Seine occasionally to remove edible bass and bluegills.
|f Drain pond and adjust your fish
population by removing large edible
fish, discarding stunted ones. Keep
medium-sized fish.
|[ Control bluegills by raking over
nests during spawning.
For those who can't seem to catch
fish, the table above may help as a
rough guide. Note this is for private
pond fishing only.

WATERDOGS, or salamanders, do not kill fish directly, but they are tough

STOCKING farm ponds with bluegills only is not recommended. OSC survey

food competitors, and rapidly may become a serious farm pond problem.

showed bluegills overpopulate easily, usually can't be fished fast enough.

Oregon, Midwest Corn
Feeding Values Similar
Body growth, feed consumption, and efficiency were similar for broilers and poults.
Speltz, barley, wheat also were compared.

POULTRYMAN G. H. Arscott examines a pair of 8-weekold broilers fed either Midwest (left) or Oregon corn.

OREGON CORN AND WHEAT have the
same poultry feeding value as
Midwest or "Eastern" corn, according
to poultrymen G. H. Arscott and J. A.
Harper. But barley and speltz* failed
to equal corn and wheat in feed value.
Tests were conducted last year at
Corvallis on broilers and turkeys.
In tests involving broilers, using
Midwest corn as the standard, Arscott
fed 4 pens of 50 Vantress X New
* A member of the wheat family, speltz
usually does not thresh free. Speltz thus
contains both the kernel and outer glumes.

Hampshire chicks Oregon-grown corn,
and speltz. Corn grade was No. 2 or
better, moisture content less than 15%.
In a similar experiment Midwest corn,
wheat, and barley also were compared.
Broilers were fed 8 weeks under 24hour lights. Feed and water were free
choice. Each bird had about 1 square
foot of floor space.
Oregon, Midwest corn equal
Results are shown in following
graphs, with Midwest corn as an arbitrary "standard" of 100. Growth, feed
consumption, and feed efficiency of

other grains tested can be compared
to this standard.
Note that Oregon corn and wheat
closely equal the standard while barley
and speltz do not.
Actual results:
CORN-WHEAT-BARLEY COMPARISON

Grain

Broiler
weight

Feed/lb.
broiler

Midwest corn
Wheat
Barley

lbs.
2.74
2.71
2.52

2.58
2.63
3.01

Value of Grains for Broilers Compared
100
Growth

Feed
Consumption
0.
Feed
Efficiency
Midwest Corn

Oregon Corn

Wheat

Barley

Speltz

square feet per bird. Each pen had 29
birds. Birds in separate pens were fed
either Midwest corn, Oregon corn, or
speltz. Half were fed mash and grain,
half the same grain and mash "all-inone." Feed was free choice.
Results:
MASII-GRAIN GROUP

24-week weight
Males Females

Grain
Midwest corn
Oregon corn
Speltz
Average

Feed/lb.
Turkey

lbs.
23.8
23.8
23.3

lbs.
15.0
14,4
14.6

3.35
3.42
3.50

23.(i

14.6

3.42

ALL-IN-ONE GROUP

Grain

BROAD Breasted Bronze turkeys gained as fast on Oregon corn as on Midwest corn of No. 2 grade
or better. Half were fed mash, grain, half the same mash and grain "all in one." Feed free choice.

CORN COMPARISON

Grain

Broiler
weight

Feed/lb.
broiler

Midwest corn
Oregon corn

lbs.
2.77
2.70

2.30
2.32

CoRN-Sl ^ELTZ COMPARISON
Grain

Broiler
weight

Feed/lb.
broiler

Midwest corn
Speltz

lbs.
2.74
2.72

2.31
2.64

For poults, Harper started Broad
Breasted Bronze birds in batteries,
switched at 2 weeks to floor pens (30
birds per pen) with electric hovers.
The birds received no heat after 5
weeks, but were on 24-hour lights.
Feed and water were free choice. Results, after 8 weeks, are shown in following graphs, with Midwest corn
again as the "standard."
Turkeys fed free choice
Broad Breasted Bronze turkeys were
fed from 8 to 24 weeks. They were
confined—no range—with about 10

24-week weight
Males Females

Feed/lb.
Turkey

Midwest corn
Oregon corn
Speltz

lbs.
22.8
22.9
22.3

lbs.
15.3
15.0
13.7

3.58
3.47
4.30

Average

22.6

14.6

3.78

Results indicate no difference between Midwest and Oregon corn,
either as mash-grain or "all-in-one."
Oregon corn production may soon be
sufficient to meet current local poultry
feed needs, says M. D. Thomas, extension agricultural economist. Until
recently, most of the corn fed to poultry was brought in from the Midwest.
With newer, earlier maturing varieties
and better drying methods available,
farmers in Oregon and the rest of the
Northwest are rapidly expanding their
corn acreage to meet the region's poultry feeding needs.

Value of Grains for Poults Compared
100

m
Growth

Feed
Consumption

v.
0.

Feed
Efficiency
Midwest Corn

Oregon Corn

Wheat

Barley

Speltz

Research Briefs
Tendency to bloat may be inherited

Diversification rarely reduces price variation

Two Chemicals Control Most Winter Grain Weeds
A PAIR of chemical weed killers—
one for eastern, the other for western
Oregon—promise to solve farmers'
worst weed problem in winter grains.
Cheatgrass, a fast-growing winter
annual that saps soil moisture, has
plagued eastern Oregon wheat growers
for years. This weedy grass is especially serious when soil conserving
practices, such as trashy fallow, are
used. Best control has been deep plowing the fallow year. But such plowing
often brings on erosion.
Common ryegrass, a vigorous western Oregon annual, severely competes
with winter grains for nutrients. With
increased use of commercial fertilizers,
ryegrass has become a serious problem. It will grow taller than winter
grain, often reduces grain yields considerably by successfully competing
for plant foods.
Neither weed is affected by 2,4-D.
Simazin is the promising control for
cheatgrass, according to Dean Swan,
agronomist at the Pendleton branch
experiment station. At one pound active ingredient per acre, simazin gave
nearly complete control of cheatgrass,
tarweed, and other common Columbia
Basin weeds without damaging wheat.
This result was from trials begun in
1957 at Pendleton and at the Sherman

branch station, Moro. Simazin is being
tested on a larger scale this year. Last
year's observations revealed the chemical can be applied almost any time in
the winter, as well as at seeding time.
Karmex diuron for Western Oregon

Karmex diuron is the ryegrass-controlling chemical found effective in
western Oregon, according to David
Chilcote and W. R. Furtick, OSC
agronomists. Wide scale testing in the
Willamette Valley this past year
showed the chemical gave excellent
control of ryegrass, annual bluegrass,
rattail fescue, sweet vernal grass, as
well as many broadleaf weeds controlled by 2,4-D. Karmex diuron also
controlled several 2,4-D resistant broadleafs such as dogfennel, chickweed,
and groundsel. With the exception of
wild oats and ripgut brome, this new
chemical left wheat, barley, and oat
fields weed-free, according to Chilcote.
Rate was 2 pounds of chemical (as
it comes in the package) per acre, applied right after seeding. This chemical probably will have Food and Drug
Administration clearance by fall of
1959.
Where vetch is a problem, 2,4-D
still must be used, since Karmex
diuron does not kill vetch or peas. But

controlled ryegrass, dogfennel,

SIMAZIN controlled (right) cheatgrass as well as

and chickweed in this Washington County trial.

other Columbia Basin weeds, didn't harm wheat.

KARMEX diuron
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this failure may be a blessing in some
cases, for it permits selective weed
control where oat-vetch and oat-pea
mixtures are seeded.
Chilcote found that grain yields
doubled when some heavily infested
fields were sprayed with Karmex
diuron. Average yield increase for all
treated plots was about 10 bushels per
acre over "untreated" plots which received the usual 2,4-D spray.
Trials on 5 to 10 farms in each Willamette Valley county were set out last
fall. Results can be viewed this spring.
Your County Extension Agent will
have the date and location of county
tours.

Selection May Reduce
Bloat Tendency
TENDENCY to bloat is inherited, and
it looks as if cattle breeders may select
for reduced bloating.
That's the opinion of OSC animal
husbandman Ralph Bogart.
From records on 253 calves in
OSC's regular breeding herd, Bogart
found that 9 animals were chronic
bloaters. All animals had been fed a
pelleted ration of two parts half-inch
cut alfalfa hay to one part concentrate.
They were on test from 500 to 800
pounds.
"Bloater" bulls were mated to
"bloater" cows and to cows that were
closely related, such as dams and full
sisters. Thirteen calves were produced
from these matings. Seven—about
54%—were chronic bloaters. Less
than 4% in the regular breeding herd
were bloaters.
Bogart concludes that bloating is an
inherited tendency that may be reduced by selection, since through selection he was able to increase it. When
the exact genetic makeup for bloating
has been mapped, it may be that cattle
breeders will have a useful tool for
selecting against this abnormality.

Diversification Rarely
Reduces Price Variation

GRASS has pretty much taken over this pasture plot that received no potash, but had sufficient lime
and phosphorus. Perennial grasses have the ability to "hog" more potash than they need for growth.

Potash Boosts Legume Yields on Coastal Soils
PASTURE SOILS in the Coastal area
low in potassium have yielded 1| tons
more per acre if the proper amount of
potash is applied. Yield differences can
be even greater under some conditions.
That's the report from Tom Jackson, OSC soil scientist, and H. B.
Howell, superintendent, John Jacob
Astor branch experiment station.
Pictured at the top is a white clover
plot that received no potash. Note
grass. Bottom picture shows the effect
of 200 pounds of potash per acre. Note
abundance of white clover.

Application split 3 times

The 200-pound application was split
three times during the growing season
—one-third applied in mid March, onethird June 15, and one-third August
16.

Both plots had sufficient lime and
phosphorus—also essential for clover
production.
The research workers emphasize
that a soil test can show which soils
need how much potassium.
Grass "hogs" potash

Fertilizer studies at the Astor Station have shown that potash can be a
major plant food for maintaining legumes in pasture. Perennial grasses
apparently have the ability to "hog"
the potassium in the soil—more than
they need for growth. Result: clover
gets what is left, often not enough to
maintain the legume in a pasture mixture. Thus, an adequate potash supply
apears more important for legume than
for grass production.

POTASH-treated plot yielded I1/: tons more per acre where a soil test showed a need. Note abundance of white clover in the mixture. Potash appears more important for legumes than for grasses.

"DON'T PUT all your eggs in one
basket."
This adage isn't necessarily sound
advice for farmers, according to OSC
agricultural economists Emery Castle
and Yu Husen Mo. Farmers who
raise one or two crops or commodities
probably are as safe from price variations in the long run as those who
scatter their efforts over several crops
or enterprises.
Why? Because prices for most of
the common crop and livestock combinations vary up and down at the
same rate at the same time, according
to the economists. Prices only were
studied. Yield data were not available.
Primary crops and commodities in
Oregon's six agricultural regions were
selected for combination comparisons.
These regions included the lower Columbia and coast, Willamette Valley,
southern, Columbia Basin, south central, and Snake River areas.
The economists examined price
changes of various crop combinations
from 1936 to 1956. Typical combinations studied in the Willamette Valley,
for example, were barley-hairy vetch
seed, barley-oats-milk, milk-hairy vetch
seed, and barley-strawberries.
Few of the crop combinations had
less price risk than individual crops. In
the lower Columbia and coast area,
only a beef cattle-lamb combination
would have protected farmers slightly
against price fluctuations. In southern Oregon, a combination of milkeggs-alsike clover seed would have
been beneficial. Fruit growers in the
Columbia Basin have good reason
for raising several kinds of fruit.
Pears-cherries, cherries-prunes, applesprunes, and apples - cherries - prunes
would have helped reduce price variations. Potatoes or onions combined
with other crops probably would have
helped most to stabilize farm prices in
the Snake River area.
Ninety-one enterprise combinations
were studied. Only 18 reduced price
variability from a single crop operation. Even though price differences
existed between crops and commodities, they were not great enough to
protect farmers against general farm
price changes.
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than last. They could be still higher in
1960 if a substantial part of the old
hay carryover is used this coming
winter.
Cattle

The sharp buildup in she-stock in
1958 is continuing in 1959. It probably
will push national totals in the early
1960's well above 100 million head and
bring a downturn in values. Perhaps
we are seeing the best cow prices in
this cycle this spring. The peak in calf
and yearling prices may also be past
by the end of the year, but a sharp decline before 1960 is not likely unless
adverse weather again forces liquidation.
Oregon cattleman's location in relation to rapidly growing Pacific Coast
markets puts them in strong position
to compete with producers elsewhere
over the long pull, despite distracting
and disconcerting efforts to revamp
freight rate relationships.
For the near future, steer prices at
Portland do not seem likely to stay
above $30 for long nor are they likely
to go much below last year's levels
during the remainder of the year unless marketings are bunched.
Hogs

The heavy spring run of hogs helped
push red meat supplies well above last
spring. The big increase in last fall's
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pig crop is continuing to show up in
considerably greater pork production
than in either of the past two years,
but prices have held favorable in relation to grain.
Prices are expected to show less
than usual seasonal advance this summer and turn down again this fall.
But they may not go as low as seemed
likely earlier. Strong consumer demand
and a stretch-out in the Midwest
buildup in numbers may make the difference. Oregon producers who are in
hogs on an efficient basis won't be
sorry if things go the way they look
now, although the going may get a bit
rougher in 1960 before it takes the inevitable turn for the better.
Lambs and wool

Lambs and wool are both showing
signs of snapping out of the past year's
slump.
Large domestic supplies and imports
of lamb and mutton kept markets
under pressure throughout the winter.
In April the picture began to change;
slaughter was running under a year
earlier. It may stay about the same or
a bit under last year during the main
part of Oregon's milk-fat spring lamb
marketing season. Once again, it probably will pay to select closely and move
all that are ready by the middle of
June.
Wool markets have reflected the improvement in the general economic situation and the stepped-up mill activity.
Stocks of finished goods have been

whittled down and use of raw wool in
this country since last October has
been running well above a year earlier.
Poultry

The worst is probably past for egg
producers for a while. On the other
hand, the rise in egg prices may fall
short of hopes if the hatch and pullet
replacements hold up to early indications.
Broiler producers and sellers are out
to hold their gains in the market alongside larger supplies of red meats if
they can. This means a further drive
toward efficiency in production and
marketing throughout the coming
months and perhaps years.
Turkeys should fare better this fall,
although retail prices stay sticky at low
levels. This is helping to whittle stocks
down.
Potatoes

Supplies of new crops are falling
short of earlier expectations. The summer market could be good. So could
the fall and winter market if too many
growers don't boost their planting
plans.
Berries

Strawberry prices about like last
year, or perhaps a shade better, seem
to be in the making. For caneberries,
the worst seems to be past for the time
being. Cold storage holdings are in
better shape than a year ago. California growers haven't been happy and
are cutting back on boysenberries, too.

